Coffee
Illy products

Espresso Medium
(Normal) Roast

Espresso Dark
Roast

Balance of strength, smoothness.
Distinct aromas of chocolate, toast,
caramel and light flowers.

Bright, rich, energetic. pronounced
chocolate aromas, blending with
toast & caramel.

Espresso Medium ( Normal) Roast 250g

Espresso Dark Roast 250g

. COFFEE

Signature taste, aromas of medium
r

Medium ( Normal)
Roast capsules

Dark Roast
capsules

50 packs / each pack (45 X 2capsules)

40 packs / each pack (45 X 2
capsules)

Medium ( Normal) Roast

Dark Roast

Espresso Medium
Pods

Espresso Dark
Pods

Balance of strength, smoothness.
Distinct aromas of chocolate, toast,
caramel and light flowers.

Bright, rich, energetic. pronounced
chocolate aromas, blending with
toast & caramel.

Espresso Medium Roast
E.S.E

Espresso Dark Roast
E.S.E

capsules
22 packs / each pack (45 X 2 capsules)

Pods
Signature taste, aromas of medium
r

E.S.E
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Coffee
Illy machines

X 2.1 ipso
professional machine

X 2.1 Ipso professional machine

. COFFEE

Y1
iperespresso

X 7.1
iperespresso

The Y1 is an espresso machine quite unlike any other:
elegantly smooth, spare yet substantial, with a diminutive
9.5-inch square base fashioned from tempered glass and
brushed aluminum. Once again, illy charts a new path.
That sleek beauty and compact footprint belies illy’s
revolutionary Iperespresso capsule system, producing a
delightfully aromatic, full-bodied yet remarkably smooth
espresso, with velvety crema, at one touch of a button.
Simply place an Iperespresso capsule inside the Y1’s mini
tower, press start, and enjoy authentic, flawless espresso in
just seconds. Capsules load quickly and eject automatically.

The successful X7 has pushed illy to design the next
generation: X7.1 has the same winning features of the
previous model, but is now even more effective, fast and
simple to use. The handy, illy patented pannarello* milk
frother for making soft, velvety foam, rapid switching from
cappuccino to coffee mode and the automatic shut off
are this machine’s most functional features. The coffee,
protected by the capsule, is always top quality and never
comes into contact with the machine, meaning minimal
cleaning and maintenance. In search of the perfection of
bar quality espresso in the convenience of your own home.

Y 1 iperespresso machine

X 7.1 iperespresso machine
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